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The next conference call will take place Tuesday, February 6th, 2018, 3:30-4:30 Eastern (2:30-3:30 

Central) 
Organic and IPM Working Group Call 
January 9th 3:30-4:30 PM EST (2:30-3:30 PM CST, 12:30-1:30 PM PST) 
Dial-in: 1-302-202-1116 
Conference code: 219049 
 
Role: 

- Brian Baker 
- Fred Kirschenmann 
- Sue Futrell 
- Abby Seaman 
- Ali Loker 

Regrets: 
- Karen McSwain 
- Kanika Gandhi 
- Ben Bowell 
- Tom Green 
- Grace Gershuny 
- Amanda Crump 
- Rex Dufour 

 
1. Position paper (Brian Baker, other members of draft group, Ali Loker)—10 minutes  

a. Group is ready for the position paper to be published. Ali will publish to working group 
website, can use as foundation for fact sheet on regenerative/resilient ag. 

b. Discussion of target audience, how to distribute  
i. Ali to write an introductory cover letter to introduce the why, invite feedback on 

the paper 
ii. Target audience is potential participants in working group, presenters, to 

communicate current thinking 
1. White paper—published on website, press release with a link 
2. Use this as a platform to spread the word 

iii. Recognize that there is an audience within ag that is ready to think about way 
we frame these issues—start by communicating to people thinking about these 
issues already 

1. National Young Farmers Coalition, communications list through Stone 
Barns—Fred Kirschenmann to connect 

iv. Could be beginnings of coalition about future of agriculture 
v. Amanda Crump offered the opportunity to host a “guest” article in the Western 

IPM Center newsletter—the group would like to pursue this 
vi. Sustainable Agriculture Education Association 

vii. Sustainable agriculture organizations would be interested—e.g., Practical 
Farmers of Iowa, MOSES  

1. Group members to send ideas of contacts to Ali to compile and assign 
members to connect with personal contacts 
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2. Update on IPM Centers call to pitch regenerative/resilient ag fact sheet (Brian Baker, Fred 
Kirschenmann)—10 minutes  

a. There was more interest in what applications could be applied at field level, less 
interested in policy work, lukewarm about special issue of Biological Control. 

b. General reluctance to take on much additional at this point—more of a cultural 
phenomenon than specific to this project. There are lots of (political) uncertainties, 
tendency to be more interested in shorter term solutions.  

i. Appreciate the fact that there will be some disconnect in scope of thinking. 
Good to find opportunities to have these kinds of discussions.  

c. Think through whether this is the best medium for this message. Could have meeting of 
the minds to take case studies from Lengnick and Montgomery to next level as more of 
a peer-to-peer approach. 

d. There are some facts that emerge from regenerative ag principles (e.g., Brown’s 
integrated crop/livestock rotation—mixture of seeds in cover crop yields highest 
benefit), could be an opportunity to aggregate results of recent research, case studies 
about regenerative agriculture.  

e. Option to assess response to position paper to guide this project. 
f. Intended audience: farmers, practitioners, consultants. 

i. Could look like mini-case studies, with problem and results. 
ii. Provide more detailed, specific information to build on position paper. 

3. In-person meeting (Ali Loker)—15 minutes  
a. Our meeting is scheduled for Thursday, March 22nd from 1:00-3:00 PM. In conjunction 

with IPM Symposium (3/20-22) in Baltimore, MD. 
b. Brief brainstorm of objectives/format for meeting. 

i. 2015 IPM Symposium in-person meeting had better attendance, opportunity for 
a different conversation, exchanging ideas and getting to know each other 
better, what can we do with writing to move our thinking out further. 

1. Regenerative ag piece could be focus of meeting, many members have 
not been participating in calls (the ideas might be new), good 
opportunity to get some reaction/buy-in.  

2. Could discuss perceived unwillingness to support policy work (e.g., from 
Centers, others), what arena is most appropriate for the group to be 
working in?  

3. Discussing possibilities for upcoming year. 
ii. Ali to develop group member survey to be completed ahead of time, what do 

you value, level of engagement, is there more we can be doing to make this a 
useful platform?  

iii. Fred Kirschenmann will not be able to attend, but could participate remotely. 
c. RSVP to Ali with funding requests by February 16th.  

4. Special issue of Biological Control (Brian Baker, Sue Futrell, Ali Loker)—15 minutes  
a. Feedback on author/topic list. 

i. Amanda Crump has some additional suggestions for soil health, biopesticides, 
market opportunities for biopesticides. Thoughts on a humanities/social science 
perspective? 

1. Somewhat covered in policy section, but might be good to have an 
understanding of social/culture factors that are barriers to adoption of 
organic/biointensive IPM. Ali to ask Amanda to help with author 
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outreach on this particular article. Ali to add Gary Stephenson to 
potential authors.  

ii. SE region would be good to target in author outreach, include specific 
information about cropping systems in that region. Horticultural crops present 
greatest opportunity for advancement in SE.  

1. Geographic diversity, perspectives is important. 
b. Author recruitment to begin, aim to have confirmed list of authors end of March. 

i. Get explicit buy-in (letters of commitment) before submitting additional funding 
proposal. 

ii. Cathleen Delatte is interested, Sue Futrell to talk to Grace Gershuny. 
iii. Abby Seaman can suggest replacement authors for herself in structural pests 

section. Take targeted approach for feedback on topic list alongside author 
outreach. BB/TG/SF/AL to divide list and begin outreach.  

5. Response to McGuire’s commentary in Agricultural and Environmental Letters (Brian Baker)—10 
minutes 

a. https://dl.sciencesocieties.org/publications/ael/articles/2/1/170024 
i. Commentary, challenging piece, making the case that we shouldn’t be doing 

research on organic agriculture b/c it’s not based on science. He had raised 
some points that have come up in previous WG discussions. 

ii. Brian specifically reached out to Fred re: soil health, would be interested to hear 
what Grace Gershuny thought. 

1. Organic isn’t the only way to bring soil back to life, need to be clear that 
bringing soil back to life looks different in different places. 
Bioregionalism. Part of our task is to come up with story, look at what’s 
already happening.  

b. Brian is developing a response with a select group of interested people.  
 
Action Items:  

- Ali to publish position paper on working group website, draft introductory letter for publicizing 
paper and inviting feedback. 

- Group to send ideas for groups to reach out to re: position paper. Ali to compile and assign to 
specific group members.  

- Ali to develop member survey to be completed prior to in-person meeting.  
- Group to RSVP to Ali with funding requests for in-person meeting travel by February 16th. 
- Group to provide additional feedback on Biological Control author/topic list. Ali and co-chairs to 

begin author outreach.  
 

The next conference call will take place Tuesday, February 6th, 2018, 3:30-4:30 Eastern (2:30-3:30 
Central) 
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